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ABSTRACT 

Solutions for a certain infinite system of matrix inequalities are determined. In 
these inequalities, the coefficient matrices are ZME-matrices, which were introduced 
by Friedland, Hershkowitz, and Schneider. The solutions are shown to have a simple 
form under certain restrictions on the magnitudes of the minimal eigenvalues of the 
coefficient matrices. Finally, solutions to the system of inequalities are used to study 
the structure of reducible ZM-matrices. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The subject of this paper is the solution of an infinite system of matrix 
inequalities involving ZME-matrices. While interesting in its own right, the 
study of these inequalities is motivated by the fundamental role that the 
solutions play in the structure of reducible ZM- and MM-matrices. 

Let J?,(R) denote the set of all n X rz matrices over the real numbers. A 
matrix A in A,(W) is called a Zmutrix if each off-diagonal entry of A is 
nonpositive. A Zmatrix is called an M-matrix if its spectrum lies in the 
closed right half plane. A matrix each of whose positive-integer powers is a 
Zmatrix (M-matrix) is called a ZM-matrix (MM-matrix). A ZM-matrix each 
of whose positive&id-integer powers is irreducible is called a ZME-matrix. 

An MM-matrix each of whose positive powers is irreducible is called an 
MMA-matrix. The properties of ZME- and MMA-matrices were investigated 
in a recent paper by Friedland, Hershkowitz, and Schneider [2]. 

A matrix (vector) is called a nonnegative matrix (nonnegative vector) if 
each of its entries is nonnegative. A matrix (vector) is called a strictly positive 
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matrix (strictly positive vector) if each of its entries is positive. lf A is a 
nonnegative matrix or nonnegative vector, this will be denoted by A > 0. 

Suppose that A is in J?,,(R) and B is in J?,(W). Let X be an n X m 
matrix of indeterminates. For k > 0, define the matrix polynomial 
&(A, & X) by 

nk(~, B; x) = i k-jxBj. 0.1) 
j=O 

Observe that IIk(A, I?; X) is linear in X and that IIo(A, I?; X) = X. 
One of the principal goals of this paper is to determine all solutions over 

the real numbers to 

IIk(A, B; X) 2 0 for all k >, 0 (1.2) 

when A and B are ZME-matrices. These solutions are characterized in 
Section 5. The relations between these solutions and the structure of reduc- 
ible ZM-matrices is developed in Section 7, and the main results are Theo- 
rems 7.2, 7.5, and 7.6. 

2. THE GEOMETRY OF THE SOLUTION SET 

LEMMA 2.1. Let A be in J?“(H) and B be in JZ,(W). Then the solution 
set to (1.1) is either the single matrix X = 0, or else a nonempty, closed, 
proper, convex cone in R nm. 

Proof. Since IIk(A, B;O) = 0 for all k > 0, X = 0 is always in the 
solution set. Since IIo(A, B; X) = X, all solutions must lie in the closed first 
orthant of W”“. For each k >, 0, the inequality II,( A, B; X ) >, 0 is actually a 
finite system of closed linear inequalities in nm indeterminates. Thus for each 
k, the solution set is a closed, convex, polyhedral cone. The solution set for 
(1.2) is the intersection of the solution sets for each k; hence it has the 
desired properties. n 

For each nonnegative integer k, and for each pair of complex numbers A 
and v, define Hk(X, v) by H,(X, v) = 1, and for k > 0, 

H&X, V) = i Xivk-‘. (2.2) 
i=O 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let A be in M,(R) and B be in M,(W). Suppose that the 
matrix A has a column eigenvector e corresponding to an eigenvalue X, and 
suppose that B has a row eigenvector f t corresponding to an eigenvalue 1-1. 
Suppose that c is a real number. Then 

for each k >, 0. 

Proof. For k = 0, the result is clear. For k > 0, choose i with 1~ i < k. 
Then 

Ai( cef t)Bk-i = c( Aie)( f tBk-i) = c( xie)( +if ') = zvkpicef t. 

The result now follows by summing over i. n 

3. DELTA BASES 

In light of the preceding lemma, it appears to be desirable to express 
solutions to (1.2) in terms of eigenvectors for A and B. This will in fact be 
the case. Consequently, we now construct a special type of basis for R”‘“. 

Lettheset {v,,v2 ,..., v,,}beabasisforR”.Lettheset {&,& ,..., Q,} 
alsobeabasisforW”.Thesets {v1,v2,...,v,,} and {i?,,ii,,...,&} arecalled 
a delta basis pair if [ vi]‘[ iYj] = 6ij (the Kronecker delta) for each i and j. A 
delta basis pair is called a positive delta basis pair if there is an index i such 
that both vi and di are strictly positive. By convention, the elements of each 
basis in a positive delta basis pair will be indexed so that the unique index i 
for the strictly positive vector in each of the bases is always i = 1. 

LEMMA 3.1. Let { ul, us,. . . , u,,} and { U1, 1,, . . . , G,} be a delta basis 
pair for W”. Let { v1,v2 ,..., vm} and { d,,u”, ,..., i?,,,} be a delta basis pair 
for R".Thm 

.a= ( ui[vj]t:l <i<n,lgjgm 
> 

is a basis for W""'. Further, if both delta basis pairs are positive, then 
ul[ vl] t is the unique strictly positive element of 9. 
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Proof That .4? is a basis follows immediately from two facts. First, 
u~[v~]~ is the matrix version of the tensor product of the vectors ui and vi. 
Second, the tensor product of two real vector spaces is a real vector space 
whose basis is the set of tensor products of the vectors in the bases of the 
original spaces. 

If ur and z?r are strictly positive vectors, then every element of 

i 

us,. . . , u, } must have both positive and negative entries. Similarly for 
vs, . . . , v, } if v1 and d, are strictly positive vectors. Suppose that both delta 

basis pairs are positive. Clearly ~rvi is strictly positive. Assume that uivs is 
also strictly positive, where at least one of i and j is not equal to one. Since 
uivt. is strictly positive, and since 4, and d, are strictly positive, iii(uivf)u”, 
= &str = 0 is strictly positive, a contradiction. n 

LEMMA 3.2. Let { ur, ~a,. . . , un} and { C1, C,,. . . , ii,} be a positive 
delta basis pair for W “. Let { vl, v2,. . . , v, } and { d,, 4,. . . , C,,, } be a 
positive delta basis pair for W "'. 
Suppose that W > 0. Then: 

Let W = Xi, jcijuivf, where the cij are real. 

;!, Cl1 2 0; 

u cl1 = 0 implies cij = 0 for all i and j. 

Thus W > 0 and cl1 = 0 together imply W = 0. 

Proof. Since 6, and 5, are strictly positive vectors, W > 0 implies 
ii:Wu”, > 0, with the equality if and only if W = 0. Observe that 

qwv”, = CCij( lqUi)( q,) = Cl1 
i-j 

by the orthogonality of the vectors in each of the delta basis pairs. Thus 
W> 0 implies c > 0. If err = 0, then the computation above shows that 
W = 0. Since the vectors uiv: form a basis, W = 0 if and only if cij = 0 for 
every i and j. n 

LEMMA 3.3. Let A be an n x n ZME-matrix with eigenvalues 

A,, x 2,..., A,. Then the eigenvalues of A can be labeled so that A, c A, Q 
. . . =z A,. Further, there exists a positive delta basis pair for R” which is 
composed of two bases: the basis { e,, e2,. . . , e,, } consisting of transposes of 
row eigenvectors ef fm A such that e, corresponds to Xi fm each i, and the 

basis {fi,.&...,fn} consisting of column eigenvectors x fo7 A such that fi 
corresponds to Xi for each i. 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.1 of [2], the spectrum of A is real and the 
multiplicity of h, is one, so it can be labeled so as to satisfy the given 
inequalities. By Corollary 6.25 of [2], the matrix A is diagonalizable. Thus 
A = S-‘DS where D is the diagonal matrix with Dii = hi for each i. Let xi 
be the ith standard column vector for each i. Then (xjS)A = (riS)S-‘DS = 
X,(xiS) for each i. Similarly, A(S-‘xi) = Ai(S-‘xi) for each i. Since the xi 
form a basis for Iw”, the (r:S)’ form a basis for Iw”, and so do the Ski. Note 
that ($S)(SS!rj) = xfxj = a,, for all i and j. For each i, let e, = (r:S)’ and 
let f,=S-‘x,. Then the sets {e,,e, ,..., e,} and {fi,fi ,..., f,} are a delta 
basis pair for Iw “. Since A, has multiplicity one, the corresponding row and 
column eigenvectors are unique up to scalar multiples. By Theorem 4.16 of 
[ 11, there are scalar multiples of the eigenvectors corresponding to X 1 which 
are strictly positive. Thus there exist scalars r and s such that re, and sfi are 
strictly positive vectors. Then (reJ& = ejf(sf,) = 0 for j # 1, and (re,)(sfi)t 
= rs. Replace e, by r(]rs])-‘/2ei, and replace fi by s( ]rs])- ‘12fi. The 
resultant sets are a positive delta basis pair for R”. (Consequently, it can be 
assumed that r = s = 1.) W 

CONVENTION 3.4. For the duration of this paper, A will be an n X n 
ZME-matrix with eigenvalues X1,h2,...,h, such that A,< X2< *** <A,,, 
and such that { er, e2,. . . , en } and { g,, g2,. . . , En } will be a positive delta basis 
pair for W” where for each i, C$ is a row eigenvector for A corresponding to 

A,, and ei is a column eigenvector for A corresponding to Xi. Similarly, B 
will be an m x m ZME-matrix with eigenvalues pi, p2,. . . , pm such that 

_ _ 
CL~-=CL~G a.. ~~~,,,,andsuchthat {fi~_7&...~f,> and {fi,fi,...,f,> willbe 
a positive delta basis pair for k m where for each i, f; is a column eigenvector 
for B corresponding to pi. and 5’ is a row eigenvector for B corresponding 
to pi. Finally, if n = 1, then set X2 = + co, and if m = 1, then set p2 = + co. 

4. PROPERTIES OF Hk( X, /J) 

LEMMA 4.1. Let k be a nonnegative integer. Let x and y be complex 
numbers. Then 

ffk(XP Y> = 
i 

x”( k + 1) if x=y, 

(x-y)-l(xkil-yk+l) if x#y, 
(4.2) 

&(x, Y> = &(Y, x, = xkH,(l, t/h) if x#O, 

ykHk(l,x/y) if yzo. (4.3) 
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Proof. If x = y, then (4.2) is clear. If x f y, then without loss of 
generality, y Z 0. Then H,(r, y) = ykCi,,,(.r/y)j. Then (4.2) follows from 
the standard results for geometric series. Note also, that ykXiZo(x/y)j= 
ykH,(r/ y. 1). Finally, by the symmetry of H,(x, y), (4.3) holds. n 

LEMMA 4.4. Let x and y be complex numbers with 1x1 -C 1 y I. Then for 
each integer k, 

Proof. By the generalized triangle inequality, 

The last summation is exactly H,(Irl, Iyl). Since IyI > 1x12 0, (4.2) implies 

FAxL Iv0 = (IYI - Id -l(lYlk+l- IXT+l)* 

Since lyl > 1x1, and since k > 0, 

IYI k+l > [ Iylkf’ - lxlk”] > 0. 

Thus the final inequality holds. 

LEMMA 4.5. Let x and y be complex numbers. 
integer k, 

n 

For each nonnegative 

0 G mm{ Ixlk, 1~1~) d Hk(lxl, 1~1) d (k + l)m={ Ixlk, lvlk}. 

Further, if k > 0, then Hk( 1x1, I yl) is strictly monotonic increasing with each 

of 1x1 ad IYI. 

Proof. If k = 0, then 1x1’ = lyl” = 1 and Hk(lrl, lyl) = 1, so the inequah- 
ties hold. Suppose that k > 0. It suffices to check the inequalities for when x 
and y are nonnegative, real numbers. Since Hk(x, y) = xk + yk +C~;~xiyk-j, 
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the inequalities are clear. Since x and y are nonnegative, the monotonicity in 
x and y is also clear. n 

LEMMA 4.6. Let x and y be real numbers. Then Hk(x, y) > 0 for all 
nonnegative integers k if and only if x + y >, 0. Further, H,(x, y) > 0 for all 
nonnegative integers k if and only if x + y > 0. 

Proof. Since HXx, y) = x + y, one direction is clear for both the strict 
and the weak inequality cases. 

Suppose, conversely, that x + y > 0. If both x and y are nonnegative, 
then by Lemma 4.5, H,(x, y) > 0. So suppose that one of x and y is 
negative: without loss of generality, y < 0. Since x + y > 0, x >, 1 y I> 0. For 
each nonnegative k, xk >, Iylk. Then xkfl - yk+’ > xk+’ - lylk+r > 0. Since 
x - y = x + IyI > 0, Equation (4.2) implies Hk(x, y) z 0. 

The proof of the strict inequality mirrors that of the weak inequality. Note 
that x + y > 0 implies either that x = y > 0, or else that one of x > 1 y 1 and 
y > 1x1 holds. If x = y, then use (4.2). If not, assume without loss of generality 
that x > 1~1. For each nonnegative k, xk > Iylk. Then xk+’ - yk+l 2 rk+l - 

IYI k+ ’ > 0. By (4.2), Hk(x, y) > 0. n 

5. SOLUTIONS TO (1.2) 

LEMMA 5.1. Let A and B be ZME-matrices satisfying Convention 3.4. 
Suppose that X = Ci, jcijei4t is a solution to (1.2) for all k > 0. Then 

(9 cl1 > 0, 
(ii) cll= 0 if and only if X = 0, 

Proof. Since X solves (1.2) for each nonnegative integer k, the k = 0 
case implies X >, 0. Thus Lemma 3.2 applies. If err = 0, the results are clear. 
So suppose that err > 0. For convenience, let 13 = max{ [All, lprl} 2 0. 

Let T be a real number with r > 8. For each nonnegative integer k, 
define wk = rPknk(A, B; X). Then for k > 0, WJ > 0. Pre- and postmultiply- 
ing wk by the strictly positive vectors 8, and fi, 

o d aiw,f; = 7-kHk(Al, &)cll 

for each k >, 0. Hence TekHk(X1, pl) z 0. Since r is positive, it follows that 
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Hk(Ai, pi) > 0 for all k >, 0. By Lemma 4.6, A, + pi > 0. By Lemmas 4.4 and 
4.5, 

Since 0 < 8 < 7, 

kpl, T-“( k + l)Bk = 0. 

Observe that the quantity within the limit is an upper bound on the 
coefficient of e,[ fi] t in Wk. Since W, is nonnegative for all k, the coefficient 
of e,[ fi] t must be nonnegative, _a”d hence converges to zero. That is, Z:W,f; 
converges to zero. Note S:W,fi is just the positively weighted sum of the 
entries of Wk. Hence if W, does not converge to the zero matrix, then there 
is a subsequence of the nonnegative W, matrices for which ZEW, f; is 
bounded away from zero, a contradiction. So W, converges to the zero 
matrix. By Lemma 3.2, this implies each of the coefficients of W, must 
converge to zero: 

lim T-~H~(X~,~~)C~~=O 
k+m 

(5.2) 

for every i and j. 
Choose the number T so that T > 8, and so that r satisfies the following 

two conditions: 

(1) If X.>8,then8<T<min{Ai:hi>8},and 
(2) If CL,>e,then8<7<min{CL(:CLi>e}. 

Suppose that i and j are such that max{ Xi, p } > 8. Without loss of 
generality, suppose that Xi = max{ hi, p j } > 8. There are two cases: (i) 
pi > 0, and (ii) pj < 0. In the first case, lTpkHk(Xi,pj)l > r-“~~ by Lemma 
4.5. Note that Xi/r > 1. Thus the absolute value diverges to infinity. Then 
(5.2) implies cij = 0. In the second case, p j = pr, since B is a ZME-matrix, 
and by Lemma 3.1 of [2], a ZME-matrix has at most one negative eigenvalue. 
Thus ]pj/hi] < 1. Then 
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by Lemma 4.1. Further, this last expression is positive for all k, and as k goes 
to infinity, the expression behaves as ~-~Xk[l- (cl ,/A,)] - ‘, which diverges 
to infinity. Thus (5.2) implies ci j = 0. w 

COROLLARY 5.3. Let A and B be ZME-matrices satisfying Convention 
3.4. Zf A, + p1 < 0, then X = 0 is the unique matrix which satisfies (1.2) for 
every nonnegative integer k. 

Proof. This is immediate from the preceding lemma. n 

THEOREM 5.4. Let A and B be ZME-matrices satisfying convention 3.4. 
Suppose that X 1 + EL1 2 0. Zf 

then the complete set of solutions satisfying (1.2) for all nonnegative integers 
k is {X = cllel f:: cl1 >, O}. 

Proof. First, observe from Lemma 2.3 that if X = c,,e,f:, then 
IIk(A, B; X) = H,(X,, ~i)ciie,f,‘. Since e, and fi are strictly positive, X 
satisfies (1.2) for all k z 0 precisely when Hk(X1, pl)cI1 > 0 for all k > 0. For 
k = 0, this reduces to 1. cl1 2 0, so cl1 k 0. Since xl + fil > 0, Hk(X1, Pi> 2 0 
by Lemma 4.6. Thus the set of solutions given in the statement of the 
theorem must be contained in the complete set of solutions. 

Suppose that min{ X,, ps} > max{ IX,], ]cli]}. If i >, 2, then xi 2 A,* 
Similarly, if j > 2, then p j > ps. Thus max{ Ai, pj} >, min{ X,, ps} > 
max{ IXJ kl] w h en either i > 2 or j > 2. Let X = Ci, jcijeijj! be a solution 
to (1.2) for all k 2 0. Then by Lemma 5.1, cjj = 0 whenever i >, 2 or j > 2. 
Thus X = cllel f:. 

Suppose min{ X,, pa} = max{ Ihi], ]pil}. Without loss of generality, X, >, 
pa. There are two cases: (i) h, = ps, and (ii) A, > pLz. Since A, + pi > 0, one 
of X, 2 )pi) and pi 2 IX,] holds. In the first case, this implies either A, = X, 
or p2 = pi, both of which contradict the fact that A and B are ZME-matrices. 
Thus case (i) cannot occur. 

Suppose that Xs > p2. Then p2 = max{ Ihi], lpJ>, ~2 > ~1, and XI + ~12 0 
together imply p2 = Xl 2 1~~). There are two possibilities to consider: first, 
that there is an r such that P,+~ > pL, = p2; and second, that P,,, = p2 (in 
which case set r = m). In the both cases, max{ Ai,pLj} < max{ lh,l, ]/~il} 
implies i = 1 and 1 Q j Q r. By Lemma 5.1, if X is a solution for (1.2) for all 
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k > 0, then 

I 

X = C cljelfjf. 
j=l 

Since ps = A,, it follows that for 2 < j < r, 

Now compute Hk(hl, pi). Suppose A, > 1~~); then by Lemma 4.4, 

IH,V,Y Pdl G ah - IPK’. Thus 

lim Xi”( k + 1) -lHk(X1, pi) = 0. 
k-co 

(5.5) 

Suppose A, = lpi]. Then either A,= p1 or else A,= -pi. In the first 
case, H,(X,, pi) = (k + l)A\, and in the second case, H,(Ai, pr) = 
1 k 1+ ( - l)k]. In both of these cases, the limit in (5.5) is again zero. ZX,[ 

Let I@= Z_sclje,f!. For each k > 0, let W, = hik(k + l)-‘nk(A, B; X). 
Note that by & di e prece ng statements and Lemma 2.3, 

Since X is a solution to (1.2) for each k > 0, W, >, 0 for each k > 0. Sipce 
limk+rn W, = I@‘, it follows that W > 0. Since the coefficient of eif: in W is 
zero, it follows by Lemma 3.2 that W = 0 and that clj = 0 for 2 < j < T. Thus 
X = ciie&. n 

THEOREM 5.6. Let A and B be ZME-matrices satisfying Convention 3.4. 
Suppose that X,+pl>/O. Zf 

then the complete set ofsoluti43ns satisfying (1.2) jii all nonnegative integers 
k properly contains the set {X = clle&: cl1 > O}. Further, every other 
solution is of the j&m c,le,f: + Y with cl1 > 0, where Y is in the span of 
{elfit: j # 1 and pi < X,} when IX,1 = max{ IX,], ]~i]}, and where Y is in 
th span of { e,f:: i # 1 and hi < pi} when Ip1J = max{ IX,], (~r(}. 
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Proof. As argued in the proof of the preceding theorem, {X = 
ciiei f:: cl1 2 0} is contained in the complete set of solutions to (1.2) for all 
k >, 0. 

Suppose that X is a solution to (1.2) for all k > 0, but that X z ciiei f[ 
for cii >, 0. From Lemma 5.1, X = xi, jcijeifjt such that cl1 > 0, and such 
that cij = 0 when max{ Ai, pj} > max{ IX,], Ipi]}. Thus X = ciiei f: + Y, 
where Y is in the span of (eifj*:(i,j)#(l,l) and max{xi,pj} < 

max{ I&L IcL1lIh S ince X, + pi > 0, it may be supposed without loss of 
generality that max{ IX,], ]/.kr]} = IX,] = A,. Since Ai > X, for i 2 2, Lemma 
S.limpIiesYisinthespanof {e,fif:j#land~jdX1}. 

Suppose that pr < - *. -c p, = . . . = ps = A,, and that either X, -C pL,+r, 
or else B is s X s. Then for 1 < j < r, 

++I)-’ 1-3 ( ,,) -l[1- (23”‘], 

which goes to zero as k goes to infinity. Let W = C;=rcljelfj’, and let 
W, = [H&Xl, p,)]-‘I’I,(A, B; X) for each k 2 0. Thus wk 2 0 for each k. 
Now apply the argument from the final paragraph of the proof of the 
preceding theorem to show that W = 0, hence cij = 0 for r Q j < s. Thus Y 
mustheinthespanof {elfit:j#land~j<X1}. 

It remains to show that there are solutions with Y # 0. Note that Xl > 0, 
and that Xl > 1_1a >, ]/.L~]. Thus by Lemma 4.6, Hk(hl, pl) > 0 for k > 0. The 
following construction produces solutions of the form X = cllel f{ + clzelfi’, 

that is, solutions with Y = cleel f,“. For this X, the inequalities (1.2) for k >, 0 
are equivalent to 

Hk(xly dcllelfi + Hk(h19 dc12elf,’ a ’ for k>O. 

Since e, and fl are strictly positive, this system can be rewritten as 

Hk(x1~~!2) (fi)i , o 

c11 + Hk@,, 111) c120i ’ 
for k>,O and ldi,<m, (5.7) 

where B is m x m. Note that the only possibly nonpositive terms are cl2 and 
( f2)i. Thus the values of i such that c12*( f2)i < 0 determine the nontrivial 
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cases. Also, 

~k(LCl2) [X,-IL11[1-(~2/hl)k+1] 

O< ~kGw-4 = [X,-Pzl[l-(ILl/h,)k+l] 

The maximum value of the final expression depends on the sign of pr. Define 
M to be the positive number given by 

A,-/+ [1-(p,/XJ2] -I if PI<@ 
M=-. 

X1-& i [l-(pr/h,)]-l 
(5.8) 

if /.Q>o. 

Then 

o< Hkh p2) 
GM for k >, 0. 

Thus the infinite system (5.7) can be replaced with a possibly stronger, finite 

system: 

(h)i 
c,,+Mc,,~aO for l~idm. 

Again, this holds trivially unless 

c12( f2)i = - Ic~211(fi)i I < O’ 

w-9 

Let F = max{ I(&)il/(fi)i : 1~ i < m}. Then (5.9) can be replaced with a 
single, possibly slightly stronger inequality: err >, MFIclzl. Whenever err and 
cl2 satisfy this last inequality, X = crrerf: + cr2e,f2’ is a solution to (1.2) for 
all k >, 0. Thus there are an infinite number of solutions which are not of the 
form c,,e,f,‘. n 
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SUMMARY 5.10. Let A and B be ZME-matrices which satisfy convention 
3.4. Let 9 be the set of solutions to (1.2) for all k > 0. Then: 

(i) Zf X,+pl<O, then 9= (0). 
(ii) Zf hl+pL1>O, and if min{X,,p,} >/max{IX,I,Ipzl}, then 9= 

{ce,f,‘:c>O}. 
(iii) Zf X1+pl>,O, and if min{hs,~s} <max{lhrl,I~rl}, then 9’2 

{ ce, fl : c > 0}, and the remaining solutions depend not only on the values of 
the Ai and p j, but also on the entries of the vectors e, and fi. 

6. AN EXAMPLE 

The following is an example of the third case of the preceding summary, 
that is, of solutions which are not multiples of e, f,“. 

Let d be the pair of orthogonal, idempotent matrices { E,, E, } where 

4=f[: :] and ES=;[_; -;I. 

Let A = 2E, +4E, and let B = 6E, +8E,. Let e, = Z, = (a)-‘(1,l)’ and 
let es = Es = (6)) ‘(1, - 1)‘. Then A and B are MMA-matrices which satisfy 
Convention 3.4 such that A has spectrum {2,4} with a corresponding 
positive delta basis pair {e,, es} and {Z,, Zs}, and such that B has spectrum 
(6, S} with a corresponding positive delta basis pair { er, es} and { e”,, 5s }. 
Since h, + /or = 2+6 z 0, and since 4 = mm{ A,, 1”s) < max{ 1X,1, Ipsl} = 6, 
it follows that every solution of (1.2) for ah k z 0 must be of the form 
X = acre: + /?esei where a z 0. In fact, (1.2) is equivalent to 

It is easily checked that this holds for alI k > 0 if and only if at least one of 
the following systems holds: 

(i) j3gOand cy+3p>,O, 
(ii) /3),Oand cu-3/3&O. 

That is, X solves (1.2) for aU k 2 0 if and only if (Y 2 SIpI. Further, by 
Theorem 5.6, these are the only sohrtions. Finaly, note that a z 3181 is 
precisely err 2 MFlc,,l, where M and F are as in the proof of Theorem 5.6. 
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7. REDUCIBLE ZM-MATRICES 

A matrix N with index of reducibility s has a Frobenius normal form with 
block order s. That is, N is permutation similar to a matrix 8 which is block 
upper triangular with s diagonal blocks, each of which is a square, irreducible 
matrix. Explicitly, @ can be written in partitioned form 

. . . * I- 
I-T- 

* 
7 

Fe_ 
(7.1) 

where the Ai are square, irreducible matrices. For convenience, denote the 
i, j block of a matrix with this partitioning by a subscript (i, j). 

THEOREM 7.2. Let N be a matrix with Frobenius 
,. 

rwnd form N given 

by (7.1). Then the matrix N is a ZM-matrix (MM-matrix) if and only if 3 is a 

ZM-matrix (MM-matrix). Further, fi, and hence N, are ZM-matrices 

(MM-matrices) if and only if both of condition (ii) and the following 

condition hold: 

(i) for 1~ i < s, Ai is a ZME-matrix (MMA-matrix); 

(ii) for l<i<j<s, andfmaZZk>,l, [fik]Ci,j,“O. 

Finally, for j = i + 1, condition (ii) becomes 

nk(AirAi+l; -‘<i,i+l)) >O forall k > 0. 

Proof. Since permutation similarity transformations act as permutations 
on the set of diagonal entries of a matrix, permutation similarity sends 
Zmatrices to Z-matrices. Since permutation similarity preserves the spec- 
trum of a matrix, and since it commutes with the raising of a matrix to an 
integer power, it follows that N is a ZM-matrix (MM-matrix) if and only if fi 
is a ZM-m:trix (MM-matrix). 

Since N given by (7.1) is a block upper triangular, it follows for k > 1 that 
fik is block upper triangular with diagonal blocks A!. It is clear that fi is a 
ZM-matrix if and only if both of condition (ii) and the following condition 
hold: 

(i’) Each matrix Ai is a ZM-matrix. 
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Since the Aj are irreducible, it follows from Theorem 7.7 of [2] that (i’) is 
equivalent to the Ai being ZME-matrices. Thus (i) and (i’) are equivalent. 
Note that if each Ai is an MMA-matrix, then gk is clearly an M-matrix, and 
thus fi is an MM-matrix. Conversely, if fi is an M-matrix, then so is each Ai. 
By Theorem 7.7 of [2], it follows that each Ai is an MMA-matrix. 

Since fi is block upper triangular, an easy induction shows that 

Injkl(i,i+l) = - nk-l(Ai, Ai+l; gci,i+lj) for k > 1. n 

COROLLARY 7.3 (Index of reducibility two). Let N be a matrix with 
Frobenius normal f_?rm 

where A and B are irreducible. Then 

Further, g, and hence N, are ZM-matrices (MM-matrices) if and only if 
both of the following hold: 

(i) A and B are ZME-matrices (MMA-matrices); 
(ii) II,(A,B;X)>,O forallk>,O. 

Proof. In view of the preceding thzorem, it suffices to note that (i) and 
(ii) are clearly sufficient conditions for N to be a ZM-matrix. n 

Thus the study of block-order-two ZM-matrices is equivalent to the study 
of the solutions of IIk(A, B; X) > 0 for all k > 0 where A and B are 
ZME-matrices. Since this was addressed in the preceding sections, the 
following results are immediate. 

THEOREM 7.5. Let N be a matrix with Frobenius normal form given by 
(7.4). Suppose A and B are ZME-matrices. 

(i) Zf A, + p1 < 0, then N is a ZM-muMx if and only if X = 0. That is, N 
is a ZM-motrix if and only if N is permutation simiiizr to A@ B. 
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(ii) Zf min{ X,, p2} >, max{ 1X,1, lpll} and if X, + p1 > 0, then N is a 
ZM-matrix if and only if X = ce, fi where c > 0. 

(iii) Zf min{X,, p2} < max{IX,J, Ipll} and if A,+ ~~2 0, then N is a 
ZM-matrix only if X = ce, f: + Y where c 2 0 and where Y lies in the span of 

There always exist nonzero matrices Y such that N is a ZM-matrix. 

THEOREM 7.6. Let N be a matrix with Frobenius norm& jbrm given by 
(7.4). Suppose A and B are MMA-matrices. 

(9 Zf mWL cL2) > max{ A,, pI}, then N is an MM-matrix if and only 
if X = ce, f: where c >, 0. 

(ii) Zf min{X,,p2} Q max{X,,pl}, then N is un MM-matrix only if 
X=ce,f[+Ywherec>OandwhereYliesinthespanof 

{e&‘:(i, j)Z(l,l) and min{Xi,Pj} <m~{Xi,~j} =max{X,,~l}}. 

There always exist rwnzero matrices Y such that N is a MM-matrix. 

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Dr. Hans Schneider, who 
supervised the author’s dissertation from which this paper is drawn. 
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